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If you want to create the optimum work environment, appearances matter. A good-looking, 

inviting environment helps your people do their best day after day, and it makes a positive 

statement to all your other stakeholders. The clean, contemporary look of coronaVISUAL 

glassboards will help you create that kind of environment. 

No other presentation boards give you so much freedom to shape your surroundings.

They go on the wall or stand free on casters. Glass can be combined with other surface 

materials for writing, pinning or attaching with magnets. We do custom cutouts and graphics. 

Background colors are virtually unlimited, and we can even match your paint samples. 

No matter what kind of messages are on the presentation board, the board sends a message 

of its own. Glassboards from coronaVISUAL can help you send the right one. 
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Frameless boards in Satin non-glare glass.
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VIP+ Sliding Wall System with floor-to-ceiling
glassboards in Classic Starphire.
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VIP two-sided Mobile Magnetic Glass Markerboard in Classic Starphire.
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Intersection Mesh—a divider system for open office environments, 
shown here with metal mesh, Classic Starphire magnetic glass

and a sliding red glass panel.
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Third party wall systems with coronaVISUAL glass writing surfaces.
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Glassboards that match any color give you the freedom to create
the environment you want.
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elements Series framed glassboards in Classic Starphire.
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elements Series Mobile Split Combiboards: Combine glass with fabric
or other materials of  your choice.
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Custom “fill-in-the-blank” boards for healthcare applications.
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elements Series Mobile Room Dividers- flexible sizes and hundreds of colors 
are available.
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Full coverage Glassboards can be made with custom cutouts to
accommodate technology.
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Custom graphics make the glassboard a design element for any environment.
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Integrate frameless glassboards into third-party desking or panel systems 
to define space and privacy. Plus add functionality and color to your office.
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